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From the Pages of Tradition

THE WISDOM OF R. HA OF VOLOZHIN

In 1901, R. David Bunovitch published a biography of a devoted disci-
ple of R. Yisrael Salanter, R. Eliyahu Levisohn (1820-1888)-affection-
ately known as R. Elia Kretiger-who, as a baner and magnate, was a

leadig supporter of Torah in Czarst Russia.l In passing, Bunmovitch
recorded an anecdote he had heard about R. Hayy of Volozhi, which
we present here in translation.2 Only the cast of characters needs to be
identied; the text speak for itself

R. Hayyim of VOlozhin (1749-1821) was the leadig disciple of the
Gaon ofVilna. In 1803 he founded the Volozhi3 yeshiva, which became

the prototye for the great Lithuanan yeshivot of the nieteenth and
twentieth centues and their successor yeshivot of the twenty-fist centu-

ry. His published writigs include Neftsh ha-Hayyim on Jewish thought,
Ruah Hayyim on Avot, and responsa.4

R. David of Nova red ok (1769-1837), author of Galya Massekhet, one

of the great classics of Lithuanan responsa and hiddushei Torah, served as
Chief Rabbi ofNovaredoks from 1794 unti his death.6

R. David of Mir (1767-1846), whose fu name was R. YosefDavid
Eisenstadt, served some fi years as Chief Rabbi of Mi.7 From 1835
unti his death, he also served as head of the Mi yeshiva. 

8

Yòsef I(abak was a wealthy businessman in Novaredok.9

* * * * *

In Novaredok, there resided the Gaon R. David, author of Galya

Massekhet. In the town Mir, there resided the Gaon R. David.

There was a lawsuit between members of the two Jewish communi-
ties that had to be settled, and the rabbis of Novaredok and Mi trav-
eled to Volozhin in order to present the case before R. Hayyim for
adjudication. The case was decided in favor of the rabbi of Mi. This,
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despite the fact that the rabbi of Novaredok adduced strong proofs
from the Talmud and the early decisors justifyng his position.Io The
Gaon R. Hayym dismissed all his proofs and ruled in favor of the Gaon
of Mir. From that time on, the rabbi ofNovaredok bore a grudge in his
heart against the Gaon R. Hayyim ofVolozhin.

It was the practice in those days that all the Gaonim used to gather
at the fairs held in Zelva.i Yosef Kabak of Novaredok reguarly attend-
ed the fairs at Zelva. Several people asked him: "Why is it that your
rabbi does not attend the fairs at Zelva?" Once, several days before the

fair at Zelva, YosefKabak came to R. David ofNovaredok and informed
him: "People always ask me why you don't attend the Zelva fai. I'm
plang to go to the fair, so why don't we travel there together?" The
rabbi of Novaredok responded: "And how will I pay for room and
board in Zelva?" Indeed, since the charge for renting a room was five
Polish gold coins, he could not afford to pay for room and board. Yosef
Kabak informed him: "I wil cover the costs of room and board as
well!" R. David of Novaredok agreed to travel together with Yosef
Kabak, for he was a wealthy man and had a two-horse carriage ready for
the trp to Zelva.

When they arrived at Zelva, R. David saw that al the rabbis were
going to greet R. Hayym of Volozhin. He thought to himself: "I too
must go to greet him." Even though he sti bore a grudge in his heart
agaist the great Gaon R. Hayym, he went nonetheless. The Gaon R.
Hayym greeted him with love and respect and asked him: "Would you
lie to adjudicate a case that I could send your way? The parties wi pay
ten rubles for your services." R. David replied: "I accept your offer with
great joy." The very next day two Jews came to him and each presented
his argument. The one claimed such and such was the case; and the
other claimed such and such was the case. It was very difficult to get
the two sides to agree on a compromise; nonetheless, afer several days

of argumentation the case was settled and R. David was paid the ten
rubles. R. David's face glowed.

R. David returned to R. Hayym ofVolozhin, informed him that he
had been paid the ten rubles, and thaned hi. R. Hayym ofVolozhin
asked him: "What were the specifics of the case, and in whose favor was
it decided?" R. David explained to him that such and such did they
argue, and such and such was the decision. The Gaon R. Hayyim
responded: "You did well in your decision. You decided the law proper-
ly." A few moments later, the awesome Gaon R. Hayym began to pace
back and forth in the room. He tuned to the rabbi of Novaredok and
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said: "Tell me my dear friend R. David, was ths case not precisely the
same as the lawsuit that involved you and the rabbi of Mir? And you
decided your case in Zelva exactly in the same maner that I had decid-
ed the earlier lawsuit!" R. David was stunned. Afer a prolonged silence,
he regaied his composure and admitted: "Indeed, it is precisely as you
say!" The Gaon R. Hayym contiued: "Today you decided exactly as I
did. But back then you opposed my decision. That was because then
you were an involved party. It hardly accrued to your honor that I decid-

ed in favor of the rabbi of Mi. So you adamantly sought proofs agaist
my position. But today, in the case that came before you, you decided
exactly as I did." R. David admtted to him that, indeed, because he
had been an involved party, he had adduced "proofs" in order to count-
er the decision of R. Hayyim. R. David parted from R. Hayyim of
Volozhin, now at peace with him.

Afer the death of the righteous Gaon R. Hayyim of Volozhin, one
of the two litigants-who had appeared in the case before R. David of

Novaredok at Zelva-met up with R. David. R. David recognized him
and asked him whether al the specifics of the decision were carried out
by the litigants accordig to his instructions. The man began to laugh
and then explained: "I have no idea who the other litigant was in the
case we brought before you. The Gaon R. Hayym ofVolozhi selected
the two of us for we both were graduates of the Volozhi yeshiva. He
primed us, and provided us with the very words we presented in argu-
ment before you. He also provided us with the ten rubles with which to
pay you for renderig the decision."

Once again the rabbi of Novaredok was stued. He said: "Now I

realze how great R. Hayym was. There is no one alve lie him." He
then caled for YosefKabak and told him the entire story. He added: "Is
there to be found anyone lie him, a man in whom the spirt of God
rests, and who can do such great deeds?" He then cried profusely over
the passing of such an awesome and holy Gaon.12

NOTES

1. D. BunmovItch, Mikhtap me-Eliyahu (Vila, 1901).
2. Ibid., pp. 19-21. BunimovItch indicates that he heard the anecdote from

"the honorable teacher and rabbi, R. Nahum Eliyahu Kabak ofNovaredok."
Dov Eliach, Api ha-Yeshipot (Jerusalem, 1991), voL. 2, p. 502, n. 28 identi-
fies him as a son ofYosef Kabak, one of the involved parties. In a footnote
appended to the account in Buniovitch, M.M.Z.-(not identified, but
according to Eliach, loco cit., the initials stand for: Menahem Mendel
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Zalanowitz) the editor of the Bunimovitch manuscript-notes that he
heard the same story from R. Hayy Hiel Fried, a great-grandson of R.
Hayy ofVolozhi.

3. Volozhi, a town in Belarus, is some 65 mies southeast ofVila. For a his-
tory of the Jewish community of Volozhi, see E. Leoni, ed., Vólozhin
(Tel-Aviv, 

1970).
4. See the biographical account in Dov Eliach, op. cit.
5. Novaredok is a Jewish pronunciation and spellg for Novogrudok (Polish:

Nowogrodek), now in Belarus. One of the oldest Jewish communties in
Lithuana, its rabbis included R. Isaac Elhanan Spektor (d. 1896) and R.
Yehiel Miel ha-Levi Epstein (d. 1908). It was also a major center for the
study of Musar under the leadership of R. YosefYozil Hurvitz (d. 1920).
For a history of the Jewish communty of Novaredok, see E. Yerushalmi,
ed., Pinkas Novaredok (Tel-Aviv, 1963).

6. See the biographical account in David Wolbriski and Moshe Markowitz,
le-J(orot Ir Novaredok ve-Rabbaneha (Warsaw, 1913), pp. 10-11. Cf. R.
Baruk ha-Levi Epstein, Mekor Barukh (Vila, 1928), voL. 3, pp. 1184-
1192. For some newly published sermons of R. David of Novaredok (in
response to Czar Nicholas' conscription of Jews into the Cantonist battal-
ions), see Y.M. Mendlowitz, " 'So Have I Decreed': Sermons Regardig
the Cantonists" (in Hebrew), Yeshurun 12 (2003), pp. 695-726.

7. .M, a town in Grodno oblast, is today in Belarus. Its yeshiva, one of the
greatest of the Lithuanan yeshivot, is sti thvig in New York City and
Jerusalem. For a history of the Jewish community of Mir, see N.
Blumental, ed., Scftr Mir (Jerusalem, 1962).

8. See the biographical account in Rabbotenu she-ba-Gola (Jerusalem, 1998),

voL. 2, pp. 193-198.
9. See E. Yerushal, op. cit., p. 43.
10. It is not without interest to note that twelve years afer the death of R.

Hayy ofVolozhi-in 1833-the two Rabbi Davids were involved in yet
another dispute with each other. Agai, R. David of N ovaredok adamantly
insisted that he was right and R. David of Mir was wrong. See Galya
Massekhet (Vilna, 1844), voL. 1, simanim 1-4, pp. 1-8. Cf. A. Bergman,
Shimmusha she! Torah (Benei Brak, 1995), pp. 42-43.

11. Zelva, a town in Belarus, is some 55 mies southeast of Grodno, on the
road to Slonim. Novaredok, .M, and Volozhi are al with a laO-mie

radius of Zelva. With the dissolution of the Council of the Four Lands in
1766, the Zelva fais became the customary meetig place for the rabbis of
Lithuana.

12. Cf. R. David of Novaredok's moving eulogy over R. Hayy of Volozhi,
delivered during the week of shivJa in 1821, and published in Galya
Massekhet, voL. 2, pp. 65-66.
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